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We present three recent results from the D0 collaboration which are sensitive to Par-
ton Distribution Functions (PDFs). The measurements are made using data collected
during Run II at the Fermilab Tevatron.

1 Introduction

There exists an interdependency between the Run II physics program at the Tevatron and
PDFs. A good understanding of PDFs is critical to the success of the physics program. Most
measurements at the Tevatron use PDFs as an input at some level. With a large data set
in hand, the Tevatron experiments can contribute to our understanding of PDFs. Because
the Tevatron is colliding pp̄ at

√
s = 1.96 TeV, some of these contributions are unique to

the Tevatron experiments. For the processes used, a large fraction of the events come from
lower order diagrams which are theoretically well understood, and have clean signatures
with low backgrounds. The D0 detector has excellent coverage for electrons and muons in
both central and forward regions. This enables D0 to measure over much of the x and Q2

range that is accessible at the Tevatron.
We present three recent D0 analyses which are sensitive to PDFs. The first is the rapidity

distribution for Z bosons which uses final state electrons [2]. The W charge asymmetry is
described for W → µν [3]. The last analysis is a differential cross section measurement for
γ+ jet events [4].

2 Z boson rapidity

The primary source of Z production at the Tevatron is from qq̄ annihilation. The Q2 of the
interaction is roughly the Z mass squared (M 2

Z). At leading order, the momentum fraction
carried by the incident quarks is related to the boson rapidity by x1,2 = MZ√

s
e±y where x1,2

is the momentum fraction carried by the incident quark and antiquark and y is the boson
rapidity. As |y| increases, ∆x = |x1 − x2| increases. At large values of |y|, the initial state
involves a q(q̄) with large x and a q̄(q) with small x. The range of momentum fraction
accessible at the Tevatron is roughly 0.003 < x < 0.8. This measurement overlaps in (x,Q2)
with Tevatron jet measurements. Because electrons are used, systematic uncertainties are
different than for jet data. For example, there is no contribution from the jet energy scale.

A measurement of the normalized differential cross section is made using
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where i indicates the boson rapidity bin. In the first term on the right hand side, εavg is
the average efficiency and Aavg is the average acceptance for kinematic and geometric cuts.

Nobs
total (Nbg

total ) is the number of candidate bosons (background events). In the second term,
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εi, Ai, N
obs
i , and Nbg

i are as before, but determined in each bin i. ∆i is the bin width.
Dividing by the cross section cancels some systematic uncertainties, such as the luminosity.
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Figure 1: Z boson rapidity measured by D0.
Inner (outer) error bars indicate the statistical
(total) uncertainty. The spread in a NLO cal-
culation using CTEQ6M error PDFs is shown
as a yellow band. A NNLO calculation using
MRST 2004 PDFs is shown as a solid line.

The measurement is made with 0.4 fb−1

of data. Isolated electrons are selected
from the central (forward) region that have
|η| < 0.9 (1.5 < |η| < 3.2) a. The lead-
ing (second) electron has pT > 25 GeV
(pT > 15 GeV). The invariant mass must
be within 71 < Mee < 111 GeV. Main back-
grounds come from multijet or electron plus
jet events where one or more jets is misiden-
tified as an electron. The background frac-
tion ranges from < 1% to around 5%. Main
contributions to the systematic uncertain-
ties, depending on y, are from electron effi-
ciencies, background, and PDFs. The cur-
rent measurement is statistics limited.

The result is presented in Fig. 1 as a
function of |y|. Also shown is a NNLO curve
using code from Ref. [5] and MRST 2004
PDFs [6]. The calculation is in good agree-
ment with our data. The yellow band in
Fig. 1 shows the spread when performing
NLO calculations with the same code for
each of the 40 CTEQ6M error PDFs [7]. At
lower |y| values the uncertainties are comparable to or smaller than the spread.

3 W → µν charge asymmetry

As with Z bosons, the main production mechanism for W bosons at the Tevatron is qq̄ an-
nihilation. A large fraction of the events involve valence-valence or valence-sea interactions.
W+ bosons are created from u+ d̄ in the initial state, with the u (d̄) often coming from the
p (p̄). On average a u carries more momentum fraction than a d which tends to boost the
W+(−) along the p (p̄) direction. This produces an asymmetry in the charge separated W
rapidity distribution. For leptonically decaying W s, the ν is not measured directly, making
reconstruction of yW difficult. One approach is to measure the charge asymmetry using the
µ rapidity. This contains the W charge asymmetry convoluted with the asymmetry from
the (V-A) decay, which is well understood. The µ charge asymmetry is directly proportional
to the u(x)/d(x) ratio. The asymmetry is defined as

A(yµ) =

dσ(µ+)
dy − dσ(µ−)

dy

dσ(µ+)
dy + dσ(µ−)

dy

where
dσ(µ±)

dy
=

Nµ±

i

LAiε±i
.

Here Nµ±

i is the number of charge separated µ candidates after background subtraction in
a give rapidity bin. ε±i is rapidity dependent efficiency for µ±. L is the luminosity and Ai

aη = − ln[tan(θ/2)]. In the relativistic limit η = y.
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is the acceptance for µ. The acceptance and luminosity are the same for µ+ and µ−. They
cancel in the asymmetry, which helps to minimize the measurement’s dependency on PDFs.

Figure 2: W charge asymmetry in the µ chan-
nel as a function of the µ | rapidity |. Error
bars show the total uncertainty. In the yel-
low band is the spread in a NLO calculation
when using CTEQ6.1M error PDFs. The solid
blue curve uses the same calculation but with
MRST 2002 PDFs.

This measurement uses 230 pb−1 of
data. Isolated µ candidates are selected
with pT > 20 GeV. Candidate events are
in the region |η| < 2. The events must have
/ET < 20 GeV andMT (W ) > 40 GeV, which
cut on the missing transverse energy and
transverse mass respectively. Main sources
of background come from electroweak pro-
cesses such as Z → µµ where a µ goes unde-
tected or from W → τµ where the τ decays
to a µ. These backgrounds are estimated
using PYTHIA [8] and are at a level of few
percent. Another significant source of back-
ground comes from multijet events which
can produce a µ. This contribution also is at
the few percent level and is measured using
data. The main contribution to the system-
atic uncertainty is from the efficiencies.

The CP folded result is presented in
Fig. 2. Error bars show the total uncer-
tainty. In a yellow band is the spread ob-
tained by following the CTEQ recipe [9] using the RESBOS-A NLO generator [10] with
CTEQ6.1M 40 error PDFs. Note that in certain regions the experimental uncertainties are
already smaller than the spread. Shown in a solid blue line is the RESBOS-A prediction
using MRST 2002 PDF [11]. The current measurement is statistics limited.

4 Photon + jet triple differential cross section

The cross section for pp̄ → γ + jet + X is measured as a function of the pT of the most
energetic photon. The data are divided into four kinematic regions based on ηγ and ηjet:

Region 1: 0.0 < |ηγ | < 1.0 and 0.0 < |ηjet| < 0.8 and ηγ × ηjet > 0

Region 2: 0.0 < |ηγ | < 1.0 and 0.0 < |ηjet| < 0.8 and ηγ × ηjet < 0

Region 3: 0.0 < |ηγ | < 1.0 and 1.5 < |ηjet| < 2.5 and ηγ × ηjet > 0

Region 4: 0.0 < |ηγ | < 1.0 and 1.5 < |ηjet| < 2.5 and ηγ × ηjet < 0

Here ηjet is that of the leading jet. Main contributions to the “γ + jet” measurement
come from the gq → qγ Compton diagram and from qq̄ annihilation. The Compton diagram
dominates for pT (γ) < 150 GeV, making the measurement sensitive to the gluon distribution.

The analysis is made using 1.1 fb−1 of data and requires isolated photons in the cen-
tral region. The leading jet must have pT > 15 GeV and there is a cut on the opening
angle between the photon and jet in η − φ space. Main backgrounds come from jet-jet
or electron-jet events, where the jet or electron is misidentified as a photon. A Neu-
ral Network is used to suppress the background and also to measure the photon purity.
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Figure 3: D0 measurement of differential cross
sections for “γ + jet”. Also shown are curves
from NLO QCD calculation using JetPhox
with CTEQ6.1M PDFs.

The main systematic uncertainty is from
the luminosity ( 6%). After the luminos-
ity, the main contributions to the system-
atic uncertainties are from the photon pu-
rity and the photon and jet selections. Each
of these contributions are around 3-5%.

The result is presented in Fig. 3
along with a NLO QCD calculation using
JetPhox[12] with CTEQ6.1M PDFs. Com-
paring data to the prediction shows some
disagreement for all four regions. Similar
disagreements were seen earlier by UA2 [13],
CDF [14] and D0 [15]. The disagreement
cannot be completely accounted for by the
overall uncertainty. For more details, see
Ref. [4] and O. Atramentov’s report at this
conference [16].

5 Summary

We demonstrate that even with small statis-
tics, D0 analyses are sensitive to PDFs. We
can expect significant improvements for analyses which are currently statistics limited, but
are made on a small fraction of the existing data set. At the present time, D0 has more
than 2.5 fb−1 on tape and the data set is expected to increase significantly by the end of
Run II. In addition there are a number of analyses in progress, such as W , Z, or γ with a
tagged b or c jet, which will complement the efforts presented here.
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